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Abstract 
We consider t-designs constructed from codewords in the Preparata code ~ over 2~4. A new 
approach is given to prove that the support (size 5) of minimum Lee weight codewords form 
a simple 3-design for any odd integer m >t 3. We also show that the support of codewords with 
support size 6 form four new families of simple 3-designs, with parameters (2",6,2" -8 ) ,  
(2",6,5 - (2 m-I - 4)), (2m,6,20 •(2 m-t - 4)/3) and (2m,6, 18- (2 m-j - 4)), for any odd integer 
m >/5. Codewords with support size 7 are also investigated by computer search. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
A t-(v,k,2) desion is a pair (S f ,~)  where X is a v-element set of  points and 
is a collection of  k-element subsets of  5f (called blocks) with the property that 
every t-element subset of  W is contained in exactly 2 blocks. A design is simple if 
no two blocks are identical. Many designs can be constructed from codes over a finite 
field Fq with q elements. The Assmus-Mattson theorem [1] gives necessary conditions 
for the support of  the codewords of  constant weight in a code to form a t-design. 
For codes over Z4 (the ring of  integers modulo 4) no similar theorem has been 
found. Recently, Harada [4] was able to construct new 5-designs from the lifted Golay 
code over Z4. These designs were constructed by a computer search. In Helleseth 
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et al. [7], an infinite family of 3-(2m,5, 10) design is given for any odd integer m>~3 
by using the support (size 5) of minimum Lee weight codewords in the Preparata code 
over 7/4. 
In this paper, we consider also the codewords of the Preparata code over Z4. First, 
the infinite family of 3-(2",5, 10) design given by Helleseth et al. [7], is reproved 
by a different approach. Second, four more new infinite families of 3-designs, from 
the support of codewords with support size 6 are constructed. Third, some possible 
3-designs from the support of codewords with support size 7 are also investigated by 
computer search. 
A linear code cg over  27 4 with block length n is an additive subgroup of 7/~. The 
Lee weights of the elements 0, 1,2, 3 in 7/4 are 0, 1,2, 1, respectively. The Lee weight 
of a vector a E 7/~ is defined to be the sum of the Lee weights of its components. The 
Gray map ~b :7/4 ""+ 7/2 is defined by ~b(0) = 00, ~b( 1 ) = 01, ~b(2) = 11, and ~b(3) = 10. In 
general, the binary code defined by C = q~(~) is a nonlinear binary code of length 2n. 
Let R" be a Galois ring of characteristic 4 with 4 m elements and R* be the 
set of units of Rm. R* has a multiplicative cyclic subgroup of order 2" -  1. Let 
= {0, 1,fl . . . . .  fl2"-2}, where fl E R* is an element of order 2 m -- 1. Any element 
z E R" can  be expressed uniquely as z = A +2B for A, B E in .  Let/t denote the modulo- 
2 reduction map. Note that/fffl) is a primitive element in the finite field F2m with 2" 
elements, thus /t(Jm)=F2m (see [3,9] for details). The Frobenius map a from R" to 
R" is defined by a(z)=A 2 + 2B 2 and the trace map from Rm to 7/4 is defined by 
m--I 
T(z) = ~ ~(z). (1) 
j-O 
Obviously, T(.) is linear over 774. Let tr(x) denote the trace function from GF(2 m) to 
GF(2). The communativity relationship between T(.) and tr(-) is 
p(T(z)) = tr(p(z)). (2) 
The Kerdock code ~m of length 2 m over  7/4 is defined [3] by 
OUm={C(y,¢)ITERm, ~ E 7/4} 
where c(7, {) is a vector in 7/2" indexed by the elements of 3m such that c(7, {)x = 
T(7 X) + { for all X E Jm. Clearly, o'Um has 4 "+j codewords. 
The Lee weight of { E 7/4 is related to the real part of i ¢ via WL(¢) = 1 -- Re(i¢), 
where i = x/Z1 - and Re(i ¢) is the real part of i ¢. Hence we have 
WL(C(7, ¢) ) = 2m -- Re ( i '  ~-] ir';'x) I 
\ xE.~ / 
= 2 m - Re(iCF(7)) (3) 
where 
V(7) = ~ i T{~'x). (4) 
XE.~'g 
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Hence, the distribution of the exponential sum F(y) determines the Lee weight distribu- 
tion of ~#m. The Lee weight distribution of ~,U,, is well known in [3]. For c(?, ~) E ~, ,  
the set of values for i~r(7) is {O, ex/-~,e3x/~,esx/~,eTx/~,+iq,±q} where q=2 m and 
e=(1 + i)/x/2 is a primitive 8th root of unity. See [13] or [6] for more detailed 
properties of F(7). 
The Preparata code ~ of length 2" over 7/4 is the code over 7/4, whose parity-check 
matrix is given by 
[ l l l l " "  1 1 
H= f12 0 1 fl ... f12,, 2 . (5) 
In [3], it is shown that if m is odd, then ~ has minimum Lee weight 6 and its 
Gray map Pm= 4~(~m) gives a (2 re+l, 2 2m+~ -2m-2, 6) binary nonlinear code. The binary 
code Pm has the same Hamming weight distribution as the original Preparata code 
[10]. 
The support of a vector c=(cl,c2 . . . . .  cn) is the subset of {1,2 .. . . .  n} given by 
{ j l c /~  0}. From codewords of the same support size k in a code, it may be possible 
to construct t-designs with v = n for an integer t. 
It is known that the nonlinear binary Preparata code contains 3-designs ([ll] or 
[10, p. 473]). However, those 3-designs have different parameters than the 3-designs 
obtained from ~m in this paper. 
In [2], all known infinite families of simple t-designs with t ~>3 are listed. The 
parameters, (2m,6,2m- 8), (2m,6,5"(2 m-1 --4)), (2",6,20"(2 m-I --4)/3) and (2m,6, 18" 
(2"-I _ 4)), for any odd integer m >~ 5, of the four infinite families of simple 3-designs 
given in this paper are not listed in [2] and therefore are new. Also the constructions 
of these 3-designs are new. 
2. Some useful lemmas 
Let (Cx)xc~;, be a codeword of the Preparata code ~m- Then it must satisfy 
cx=O and ~ cxX=O. 
These relations give an invariant property of ~ .  
Lemma 1 (Hammons et al. [3]). The Preparata code defined in (5) is invariant under 
the doubly transitive group of 'affine' permutations of the form 
X ~ (AX + B) 2~ 
where A, B E ~ and A ¢ O. 
The next lemma shows how an equation over  Rm can be represented as two equiv- 
alent equations over F2°,. 
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Lenuna 2 (Helleseth and Kumar [5]). Let e=(ex)xE~ and let Ej= {Xlex =j}  for 
j = O, 1,2, 3. The equation 9iven by 
exX=A+2B,  A,BEJ-m, exEZ4 
XE,~ 
is equivalent to the two binary equations 
a= E X, 6 2= ~ x2 + ~ xy, 
X EE~ UE3 X EE2UE3 X, Y EEI t.JE3 
X<Y 
where x,y,a, and b are the modulo-2 reductions of X, Y,A, and B, respectively, and 
< is any ordering of the elements in 3-m. 
The next lemma is used to determine the solvability of a quadratic equation 
over  F2~,. 
Lemma 3 (MacWilliams and Sloane [10, p. 278]). Let a (5 0), bEF2,. The quad- 
ratic equation x 2 +ax+b=0 has two roots in F2, if and only if tr(b/a2)=O. 
3. 3-Designs in Preparata code over 7-,4 
3.1. 3-Desions from codewords of minimum Lee weioht 
A vector is denoted to be of the type 1"'2n23"30 "° i f j  occurs nj times, j=0 ,  1,2,3, 
as a component. The codewords of minimum Lee weight in the Preparata code ~m for 
any odd integer m are of the type 132t310 "-5 or 1121330"-5. Changing the sign of 
a codeword leads to a codeword with the same support. Hence, to construct simple 
designs (designs without repeated blocks), we only consider the former type. Note that 
the codewords of minimal Lee weight have Hamming weight 5. In [7], it is shown 
that the support of these minimum Lee weight codewords form a simple 3-(2 m, 5, 10) 
design. In the following, we give a different proof that these minimum Lee weight 
codewords form a simple 3-(2m,5, 2) design for an integer 2. 
Theorem 1. The support of the codewords of the type 1321310 n-5 (or 1121330n-5) in 
the Preparata code ~m over 774 form a 3-(2 m, 5, 2) design for an integer 2 and any 
odd integer m >1 3. 
Proof. We denote the codewords of the type 1321310 n-5 as minimal and will show 
that for any three coordinates )(1,X2 and X3 in Jm, there are exactly the same number, 
say 2, of minimal codewords with nonzero support at these coordinates. Since the 
Preparata code is invariant under the doubly transitive group of 'affine' permutations 
by Lemma 1, we can assume without loss of generality that the first two coordinates 
are X1 = 0 and )(2 = 1. Furthermore, the third coordinate is chosen arbitrary to be 
)(3 =A E ~m\{0, 1}. Let a = #(A). 
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Let cg be the punctured code from the Preparata code ~ over 7-,4 at the coordinates 
0, 1, and A. Let c(),,~)=(co, cl,c# ..... c~2m-.-)E )ff~ =~,  where cx=T(),X)+ ~ for 
VX E ~m. Let 
~'  = {c(),, o) I r(),) = r(),A) = o} 
be the set of codewords with co = cl = CA = 0 in )ffm. The dual of ~g, denoted by c~±, 
is obtained by puncturing these three coordinates from ~ff'. 
Consider the complete weight distribution of c£±. The cardinality N of cg± is 
N=I {),ERm I r (7 )= r (7~)= o} I. 
Consider the following equality: 
16N-  ~ (~ iv'r(~)] (y~'~ iv2T(~'A) / . (6) 
;'CRm \,I~Z, / \ ,~z ,  / 
Exchanging the orders of the sum and collecting exponents of i in (6), we have 
16N = ~ ~ i r((v'+v2A)~'). (7) 
Vl, V2 G214 TERm 
Since 
iv(r;) = ~f 0 if t ¢ 0 
Z....a 1 4 m if t = 0 ~'ER,, 
and A E Jm\{0, 1}, the only non-zero contribution in the right hand side sum of (7) is 
when Vl = v2 = 0. Therefore, 16N = 4", i.e., N = 4 'n-2. 
Let c(7,0)E oU'. Then, cx = T(),X). Consider the F(7) defined in (4). Since ~f" has 
no codewords with all 1 or all 2 or all 3, we have F(7 ) ~ {-2  m, +i2m}. On the other 
hand, F(),) may have value in {0, gX/~,/33V~,g5V~,t;7V~,2m} andlet N2, N1, N3, 
Ns, N7, No denote respectively the number of the corresponding codewords in ~ ' .  
Hence, 
N=4m-2=NI +N3 +N5 +N7 +N2 +No. (8) 
We will show in the following that N2, N1, N3, N5, NT, No are all independent of the 
choice of A. 
First, we have No= 1 since only c(0,0) in o~ff ~ gives F(7)=2 m. 
Second, we compute N2. Since F(7) = 0 only if 7 = 27* for some 7* E ~\{0},  we 
have 
N2 = [{TERm [T(),)=T(TA)=O and 7=2),* for ),* E ~m\{0}}[ 
= 1{~ E F~'m I tr(~)) = tr(~a) = 0}1 
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where ~ = #(y* ) and F~'~ --- F2m \{0}. Consider the following equality: 
4N2= ~ (-- l )  ~I tr(ff) ( -1 )  ~2tr(pa) 
5;C F2*,,, 
= Z ~ ( - -1 )  tr((~q +'2a)~> 
~t,~2C~2 7E F2*m 
=2 m -4 .  
Hence, N2 = 2 m-2 - 1. 
Then, we need four equations in order to solve the numbers Nl, N3, Ns and NT. 
By Eq. (8), we have the first equation 
Nl +N5 +N3 +N7 =4 m-2 - 2 m-2. (9) 
Let B E Jm\{0, 1, A} and N& denote the number of codewords in ag" with value j at 
coordinate B. By the same arguments as above, we have the equality: 
64Ns o = ~ ~ i r(('~ @I'2A+/'3B);' ) = 4 m. 
YI, l'2, V3 EZ4 TERm 
Hence, NBo = 4 m-3 ~ N and there is no column with all 0 in ~ ' .  Furthermore, it can 
be shown accordingly that NB3 = N& = Ns, = NB0 = 4 "-3. In other words, if we put all 
codewords of cg± together, each element of 2~4 appears exactly 4 m-3 times in each 
column. Consider the following sum: 
& : ~ ~ icx= ~ y] i r(';x). (10) 
c(7,0)C.~' XCJ'~ c(7,0)E.g~' XC,~ 
Exchanging the order of the sum in (10), we have 
$1 = ~--~ ~ V x 
XC~ c(7,0)C J{' 
= 3 • 4 m-2 ÷ (2 m -- 3 )4m-3(i 0÷ i ~ + i 2 + i 3 ) = 3 • 4 " -2 .  (11 ) 
Using the definition of F(y) in (4), the sum $1 in (10) becomes 
&= ~ F(y)=v~(N~e+N3e3 +Nse5 +NT~V)+N2.0+No.2 ~. (12) 
c(;,,0)C.g M
From Eqs. (11) and (12), we obtain the following equality: 
(NI - Ns)g + (N3 - N7)83 = (3"  22m-4 - 2m)/v/~~. 
Substituting ~= (1 + i)/v/-2 into the last equation and comparing the real part and the 
imaginary part of both sides, we obtain two more needed equations: 
N1 -N5 -N3 +N7 = 2~~(3.2 "-4 - 1), (13) 
NI -N5  +N3 -N7 =0.  (14) 
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The last needed equation is obtained by considering the sum $2, where 
$2= }2 (F(y)) 2= }2 ( }2 iT(TX)/2 
c(:,,o)E.~r" ,.(;,,o)c.~ ' k,x E.g, / 
= }2 }2 i T(7(X+Y+2"/~Y)+27x/'~) 
c(7,0)C.~' X, Yc.g, 
= }2 }2 i r(''Z+272X(x+Z)) where Z =X + Y + 2~ 
c(;,, 0)E,Xe" X, ZGg, 
= }2 }2 i T(TZ+2"'X+272XZ) 
c(7, O)GY/" X, ZG~,, 
= }2 }2 iTC"Z) }2 (--1) tr(~((7+72z)y)) 
c(7,0)¢ #/" ZG~,, XE,~ 
= 2 m ~ }2 i T(~'z). 
r(',,)=0 ZE.~ 
T(TA )=0 it(7+72Z)=0 
Let 7 = r/+ 26 for t/, 6 C Ym. Since /x(~, + 72Z) = 0 for Z E ~m, we have 
t/(l + rlZ ) = 0 (mod 2). 
I ( i f  Z ¢ 0), i.e., =26or  1 Thus, q = 0 or t/= 2 7 7 = 7 + 26 (if Z ¢ 0). Hence, 
$2 = 2 m ~ ~ i T(2fz) + 2" }2 }2 i r(l+zfz) 
rE.g, ZG~ fie,g, T(½+26)=0 
T(26) = T(2,~A )=0 ZE,~ \ {0} T(( ½ +26 )A ) = 0 
= 22m + 2mi r(I) }2 }2 (--1) trtl'(zf)) 
zc.~,,\(0} fE,~ 
trt/~(f))=p.( ½ T( ½ )), 
tr(/~(fA ))=u( ½ T( ~ ) ) 
= 2 2m 
since for all kl, k2 c F2, 
( - -  1)tr(yx) = 0 
xEF2m 
tr(x)--kb tr(bx)=k2 
if y, b and 1 are linearly independent over/:2 m. We notice that #(Z), a and 1 are linearly 
independent over F2m, since T(½ + 26) = T((½ + 26)A) = 0, i.e. t r (~ ) = t r (~ ) = 0. 
On the other hand, since 
$2 = 2m(N182 + N3e 6 + Ns~ t0 + NTe 14) + N2 • 0 + No • 22m, 
we have 22m= 2m(Ni -N3 + Ns -N7) i  + 22m, which then leads us to the last needed 
equation: 
N~ -N3 +N5 - N7 =0. (15) 
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From Eqs. (9), (13)-(15), we obtain easily 
N1 =N7 = 4 m-3 - 2 m-4 + 2~A(3 • 2 m-4 - 1), 
N3 =N5 ----4 m-3 - 2 m-4 - 2~-~ (3 • 2 m-4 - 1), 
while N2 = 2 m-2 - 1 and No = 1. They are all independent of A. 
For each value of F (7 )= q + i6, there is a corresponding codeword c(y, 0)E o,Y "~ with 
type lnt2n23n30 n°,where nl,n2,n3,no can be obtained from the following: 
no +n l  +n2 +n3 =2 m, 
no + nli + n2i 2 + n3i 3 =~/+ i6, 
nl +n3=2 m-l. 
The first two equations come straightforwardly from the definition of F(y) while the 
last equation is because of p(c(?,0)) is a codeword in the binary Hamming code. 
Therefore, the complete weight distribution of cg± is independent of the choice of A. 
According to the MacWilliams transform [10], the complete weight distribution of c¢ 
can be then obtained and also independent of the choice of A. 
A codeword of support size 2 in cg, except those with support type 22, corre- 
sponds to a codeword of type 13213z0 n-5 or 1121330n-5 in ~m. Since changing the 
sign of a codeword of type 132t310n-5 leads to a codeword of type 112t330 ~-5. 
Hence, the number, say 2, of minimal codewords (type 1321310 n-5) with nonzero 
support at coordinates 0, 1 and A is equal to half of the number of codewords of 
support size 2, except those with support type 22, in oK. Note that 2 is indepen- 
dent of the choice of A. Therefore, minimal codewords in ~m form a 3-(2m,6,2) 
design. [] 
Actually, according to Table 1 derived from Helleseth et al. [7], we also know that 
2 = 10 in Theorem 1. 
3.2. 3-Designs from codewords of support size 6 
The codewords of support size 6 in the Preparata code ~ for any odd integer m 
are of the type 152°310 n-6 or 14223°0 n-6 or 132°330 n-6 or 1222320n--6. From these 
codewords, we construct four new infinite families of simple 3-designs. 
Theorem 2. The support of the codewords of type 152°310n-6 in the Preparata code 
~m over 7-,4 form a 3-(2m,6,2 m --8)  design for any odd integer m>~5. 
Theorem 3. The support of the codewords of type 14223°0n-6 in the Preparata code 
~m over Z4 form a 3-(2m,6,5 •(2 m-l - -4))  design for any odd integer m>>.5. 
Theorem 4. The support of the codewords of type 1320330 n-6 in the Preparata code 
over Z4 form a 3-(2m,6,20 •(2 m-1 -4 ) /3 )  design for any odd integer m~ 5. 
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Table 1 
Number of codewords with a given support of size 5 
147 
Case 01  a x x5 # codewords 01  a x x5 
1 111  32  1 333  21  
2 311  12  1 133  32  
3 131  12  1 313  32  
4 113  12  1 331  32  
5 211  31  1 233  13  
6 121  31  1 323  13  
7 112  31  1 332  13  
8a 213  11  1 i ftr(~+-~-i)=0 231  33  
8b 231  11 1 i f t r (~)  =1 213  33  
9a 123  11  l i f t r ( l )  =0  321  33  
9b 321  11  1 i f t r ( / )  =1 123  33  
10a 132  11  1 i f t r (a )=0 312  33  
10b 312  11  1 i f t r (a )= l  132  33  
Theorem 5. The support of the codewords of type 1222320 n-6 in the Preparata code 
~m over ~-4 form a 3-(2m,6, 18" (2 m- I  -- 4 ) )  design for any odd integer m >~5. 
In this paper, we give two methods to prove Theorem 2. The proofs of Theorem 3, 
Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 follow the same way. For full details, the reader is referred 
to [8]. 
Proof of Theorem 2. In the Preparata code ~m, we consider the codewords of type 
152°310 n-6 with support {X1 .....  X6} C ~m. We will show that for any distinct co- 
ordinates XI,X2 and X3, there are exactly 2 m -- 8 codewords of this type. Since the 
Preparata code is invariant under the doubly-transitive group of 'affine' permutations 
by Lemma 1, we can assume without loss of generality that XI = 0 and X2 -- 1. Further- 
more, we choose arbitrarily X3=AE~\{0 ,1} .  Let xj =/~(Xj) and a=/~(A). Hence, 
xl = 0, x2 = 1 and x3 = a. Let x4 = x. 
Let Uxj denote the nonzero values of such a codeword at the six corresponding lo- 
cations Xj for i = 1, 2 .. . . .  6. We will discuss the conditions for a codeword to have this 
support. For a such codeword, there are 4 possible ways for the values U0, U1 and Ua. 
Note that X1,X2 . . . . .  X6 are distinct elements of ~m and 0, 1,a,x, xs,x6 are therefore 
distinct elements of F2 m. 
Method 1: MERGE COORDINATES AND REFER TO LOWER SUPPORT SIZE. 
Case l: Let U0 = UI = Ua = 1. We will determine the number of codewords such that 
Ux4 = 3 and Ux5 = Ux6 -- 1. Since they are codewords in the Preparata code, we have 
X~ +X2 +X3 + 3Xa +X5 +X6 =0. 
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Lemma 2 shows that this is equivalent to the following equations over F2=: 
1 +a+x+xs  -t- X6 = 0, 
X 2 -t- a --t- x -t- x5 -~ x6 -t- ax --k ax5 --P- ax6 --P- xx5 + xx6 --}- x5x6 = O. 
Eliminating x5 from the second equation by using the first equation, we obtain a 
quadratic equation in x6: 
x 2 +(1 +a+x)x  6 +a+x+ax+ 1 +a2 =0. (16) 
By Lemma 3, Eq. (16) has two distinct roots in F2= if and only if S=0,  where 
S=tr  (1 +a+a 2 +(1 +a)x)  
\ 
= tr 
(~+a+a2( l+a+x)  x X 2 )  
+a2+x 2 + l+a2+x 2 + l+a2+x 2 
Note that a 2 + a + 1 ¢ 0 since a E F2= and m is odd. If  x runs through all elements 
of F2m\{a + 1 }, there are exactly 2" -  l _ 1 of them that satisfy the trace condition S = 0 
in (17). I f  x=a + 1, there is only one solution of Eq. (16). Hence, there are total 
2(2 m-i - 1) + 1 solutions. 
However, we have to exclude codewords with support size smaller than 6, which 
occurs if 0, l,a,x, xs,x6 are not distinct. All codewords with support size 5 is listed in 
Table 1, and the only codeword with support size 4 is of type 1°243°0 n-4. Because a 
is chosen to be different from 0 and 1, we need only to check that x, xs,x6 are distinct 
and different from 0, 1, a. It is straightforward to verify that merging coordinates in this 
case does not give a codeword with support size 4. Hence, we need only to consider 
codewords with support size 5 from Table 1. Finally, because of the symmetry between 
x5 and x6, the total number is divided by 2 and is then equal to 2 m-I - 4 according 
to Table 2. 
Case 2a: Let U0 -- 3, Ul = UA = 1. We will determine the number of codewords uch 
that Ux4 = Ux5 = Ux6 = 1. Since they are codewords in the Preparata code, we have 
3X 1 --~-X 2 - ] -X  3 --t-X 4 - t -X  5 -t-X6 = 0. 
Lemma 2 shows that this is equivalent to the following equations over  F2m :
1 +a+x+xs  -'~ X6 = 0, 
a + x + x5 + x6 + ax + axs + ax6 + xx5 + xx6 + x5x6 = O. 
Eliminating x5 from the second equation by using the first equation, we obtain a 
quadratic equation in x6: 
x~ +(1 +a+x)x6+a+x+ax+ 1 + a2 +x2 =0. (18) 
( l+a+a2~ 
=-tr \ i -£~ ~_~-i ) " (17) 
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Table 2 
Count codewords in Case 1 by merging coordinates 
149 
Case 01 a x x5 x6 (X, Xs,X6) sol. cond. Exception Excl. vectors #Excl. sol. 
1 111 311 
Total #sol.: 
#codewd.: 
x=0 011  11  0 
Whenx#a+l  x=l  1 01  1 1 0 
two distinct sol. iff. x = a 11 0 1 1 0 
I +a+a 2 _ 
t r (~) - -O  x5 orx6=x 1 11 0 1 0 
x5 orx6=0 2 11 3 1 2 
When x = a + l 
one sol. x5 orx6=l  121  3 1 2 
x5 orx6=a 1 1 2 3 1 2 
X 5 =X 6 1 1 1 3 2 1 
2(2 m-I - 1 )+ 1 Total #excl. sol.: 7 
(2 m -- 8 ) /2=2 m ~ -- 4 
By Lemma 3, this equation has two distinct roots in F2,. if and only if S = 0, where 
( l  +a+x +a(x +a)+x 2) 
s=tr -1T y _x  
( 1 - -  +a(x+a+l )+ a + x 2 ) 
=tr  l+a+x l+a2+x 2 l+a2+x ~ l+a2+x 2 
a+a2+l  x2+a2+l~ a+l  + + 
=tr l+a+  l+a +x  
=tr  l+aS+x 2 +1.  (19) 
Case 2b: Let Uo = 1, UI = 3, UA = 1. We will determine the number of  codewords 
such that Ux4 = Ux~ = Ux6 = 1. Since they are codewords in the Preparata code, we 
have 
g l  -[- 3X2 -~X3 - I -X4 -~-X 5 At- X6 m- 0. 
Lemma 2 shows that this is equivalent to the following equations over F2m: 
1 +a+x+x5 +x6 =0,  
1 + a + x + x5 + x6 + ax + axs + ax6 + xx5 + xx6 + x5x6 = O. 
Eliminating x5 from the second equation by using the first equation, we obtain a 
quadratic equation in x6: 
x 2 +(1  +a+x)x6+a+x+ax+a 2 -~x2  =0.  (20)  
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By Lemma 3, this equations has two distinct roots in F2 m if and only if S = 0, where 
S=tr (  x ( l+a+x)+a+a2 ) I  a 2 --]-X 2 
(x__ o a )  
=tr l+a+x+l+a+x+l+aZ+x 2 
+ +1 a "~ a +1 
=tr + +x+ l+a2+x 2 ) 
(o+,) 
=tr  l+aZ+x 2 +1.  (21) 
Case 2c: Let U0 = 1, U1 = 1, UA = 3. We will determine the number of codewords 
such that Ux4 = Uxs = Ux6 = 1. Since they are codewords in the Preparata code, we 
have 
Xl +)(2 +3)(3 --~-X 4--~X 5 --FX6 ~--- 0. 
Lemma 2 shows that this is equivalent to the following equations over F2-: 
1 +a+x+xs  +x6 =0, 
a 2 + a + x + x5 + x6 + ax + ax5 + ax6 + xx5 + xx6 + xsx6 = O. 
Eliminating x5 from the second equation by using the first equation, we obtain a 
quadratic equation in x6: 
x62 + (1 +a +x)x6 +a +x +ax + 1 +x 2---0. (22) 
By Lemma 3, this equations has two distinct roots in F2~ if and only if S = 0, 
where 
S=tr  (x(1 + a + x ) + a -+- a2-+x 5 1) 
{x+__aL1 aZ+l+a+ 1) 
=t r \ l+a+x+ l+aZ+x 2 
(  2+a ) 
=tr  l+a  2+x 2 +1.  (23) 
Table 3 summarizes Cases 2a-2c. Note that a ~ {0, 1 }. By the same argument as in 
Case 1, there are totally 2(2 m- 1 __ 1 ) - t -  1 solutions for each case. However, we have to 
exclude 21 codewords with support size smaller than 6. Furthermore, because of the 
symmetry between x, x5 and x6, the total number is divided by 6 and is then equal to 
2 m-I - 4. 
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Table 3 
Count codewords in Case 2a, 2b and 2c by merging coordinates 
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Case 0 1 a x x5 x6 (x, xs,x6) sol. cond. Exception Excl. vectors #Excl. sol. 
x=0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
x=l  3 2 1 1 1 2 i f t r ( , ! )= l  When x¢a+ 1 
two distinct sol. iff. x=a 3 12  1 1 2 i f t r (a )= l  
t .  ,+1 . _  r t ~ ) - I  xs o rx6=x 3 1 1 2 1 2 
2a 3 1 1 1 1 1 xs o rx6=0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
When x = a + l 
xs o rx6=l  3 2 1 1 1 2 i f t r (~)=l  
one sol. 
x5 o rx~=a 3 1 2 1 1 2 i f t r (a )= l  
x5 =x6 3 l 1 1 2 1 
x=0 23  1 1 I 2 i f t r ( ,~)=l  
WhenxCa+ 1 x=l  1 0 1 1 I 0 
two distinct sol. iff. x=-a 1 3 2 1 1 2 if t r (a )=0 
t r (~)=l  xs o rx6=x 1 3 1 2 1 2 
2b 1 3 1 1 1 1 xs o rx ( ,=0 2 3 1 1 1 2 i f t r (~)=l  
When x = a + 1 
one sol. x5 orx6=l  1 0 1 1 1 0 
x5 orx6=a 1 3 2 t 1 2 i f t r (a )=0 
xs=x~, 1 3 t 1 2 1 
x=0 2 1 3 1 1 2 i f t r ( , .~-~)=0 
Whenx¢a+l  x=l  1 2 3 1 1 2 i f t r ( ,~)=0 
two distinct sol. iff. x=a 1 1 0 1 I 0 
tr( a2+a -- ) - 1  x5 orx6=x 1 1 3 2 1 2 
2c 1 1 3 l 1 1 x5 orx6=0 2 1 3 1 1 2 i f t r (~)=0 
When x = a + 1 
x5 orx~=l  1 2 3 1 1 2 i f t r ({ , )=0 
one sol. 
x5 orx6=a 1 1 0 1 1 0 
x5 =x6 1 1 3 1 2 1 
Total #sol.: 3(2(2" t _ 1) + 1) Total #excl. sol.: 2l 
#codewd.: 3(2" - 8)/6 = 2 m- I _ 4 
The total number of codewords in all the cases of this proof is 2(2 m-I -4 )= 2" -8 .  
We complete the proof by showing that the block size b of this 3-(2", 6, 2" -8 )  design 
is an integer, where 
b= 
(2  m - 8 )2m(2  m - 1 ) (2  m - 2 )  2m+l(2m - -  1) (2  m- I  -- 1 ) (2  m-3  -- 1) 
m 
6-5 .4  3 .5  
S ince  512 t -  1 i f  and  on ly  i f  l = 0 (mod 4)  and  3 [2 / -  1 i f  and  on ly  i f  l is  even ,  it fo l lows  
that  b is an  in teger  i f  and  on ly  i f  m=0,  1 o r  3 (mod4) ,  wh ich  is a lways  sat i s f ied  by  
our  p recond i t ion  o f  odd  m ~> 5. 
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Method 2: DIRECT TRACE FUNCTION ANALYSIS. 
Case 1" Let U0 = U~ = UA = 1. We will determine the number of codewords uch that 
Ux4 : 3 and Ux5 = Ux6 = 1. Use the equation system in Method 1 and trace function S 
in (17). Since 0, 1,a,x, xs,x6 are distinct, we have to exclude the following cases: 
- z  l +a  1 * x = 0, which gives S = ,,t l +a+a 2 ~_ 1 + t~t ~ + ~ )= 1 ~'~ l+a  2 1 - -  
• x = 1, which gives S = tr(----Sr--)=l+a+"2 1 + tr(a-r l + ~)=  1. 
• x =a,  which gives S =tr(1 + a + a 2) = 1 + tr(a + a2)= 1. 
• x5 --- x6 =¢~ x = a + 1, which have already been excluded in counting. 
• x5 or x6 =O~x= I+a+d which gives l+a  ' 
S ~-  t r  l+a2+a 4 
1 + a2 + l~-+-~-a: 
( ( l+a+a2)( l+a 2)) ( la 2 ! )  
=tr  =t r  a2 + ---= + a + =0.  
a 2 
l+a  2 
• x5 or x6 = 1 ~ x = ~-- ,  which gives 
( l+a+a2 ) 
S = tr 1+a4 
1 +a2 +-~ - 
=tr(a2(l+a2)+a(a2+l)+a) ( l+a+l )  
1 +a 2 =t r  i -+~ =0.  
• x5 or x6 = a =~ x = 1 + a 2, which gives 
( l+a+a 2 ) ( 1  1 ) 
S=tr  \a2 -~-23  =t r  a2(a~_a) + 
( l+a2 "~ (1  ; )  
=t r  aU( ~ -~ a ) ) = tr + =0.  
• x5 or  x6  : x =~ a 2 + a + 1 = 0, which is impossible, since m/> 5. 
Three of the above cases satisfy trace condition S=0 in (17) and should be there- 
fore excluded from counting as the possible x. Hence, the total number of possible 
codewords in this case is 2 m- 1 _ 4 according to Table 4. 
The remaining Cases 2a-2c  form their own class. Each case does not give a constant 
number of codewords for each choice of A. However, all the cases in the class together 
give 2 m- 1 _ 4 codewords independent of the choice of A. 
Case 2a: Let U0 = 3, U1 = UA = 1. We will determine the number of  codewords uch 
that Ux, = Ux~ = Ux~ = 1. Use the equation system in Method 1 and trace function S 
in (19). Since 0, 1,a,x, xs,x6 are distinct, we have to exclude the following cases: 
• x = 0, which gives 
S=tr  + 1 = tr _ - - - - - :  + - - - - -=  1=1.  
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Table 4 
Count codewords in Case 1 by trace analysis 
Case 0 1 a x xg x6 q sol. cond. x exception #Excl. sol. 
two distinct 
z 
sol. iff. 
x=* always 
1 111 311 
I+a+o’ _ 0 
X=liilz 
n=lf;a’ 
always 3.2 
M- ,c(lZ.7Z )- always 
Total #sol.: 2. (2”‘_’ - 1) Total #excl. sol.: 6 
#codewd.: Wm-;‘-4) =2,~-~ _ ‘, 
l x=1, which gives ~=tr(a/a2)+1=tr(l/u)+1. 
l x = a, which gives S = tr(a) + 1. 
l x5 =x6 +x = a + 1, which have already been excluded in counting. 
l x5 or X6 = 0 +x2 + (a + 1 )x + u2 + a + 1 = 0, which has no solutions since 
l x5 or&j=l+x2+ux+u2+l=0, whichgives 
S = tr 
( 
u+x+l 1 
1 +a2+x2 
=,~~I+l=~~~~~~“+l+u~+x 
2 +l 
) 
l xg or X6 = a + x2 +x+ u2 + 1 = 0, which has solutions of x if and only if tr(u) + 1 = 0. 
Thus, 
S=tr ( u+x+l 1 + u2 + x2 + x+1 1 + Cl* + x2 ) $1 
1 
= tr 
( 
x2 + u2 
1+u+x 
+ 
1 +&+x2 > 
fl=O. 
l x5 orXg=x+X*=l +~+a*, which gives s=tr(u/u)+ l=O. 
Case 2b: Let Uo = 1, UI = 3, UA = 1. We will determine the number of codewords 
such that UX, = Ux5 = UX, = 1. Use the equation system in Method 1 and trace fimc- 
tion S in (21). Since 0, 1,&x,x5,&j are distinct, we have to exclude the following 
cases: 
l x=0, whichgivesS=tr((u+1)/(1+u2))+l=tr(l/(l+a))+1. 
l SC= 1, which gives ,S=tr((u+ l)/u2)+ 1 =tr((l/u)+(l/u*))+ 1 = 1. 
l ~=a, which gives S= tr(u + 1) + 1 =tr(u). 
l x5 =X6 +x = a + 1, which have already been excluded in counting. 
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• x5 or x 6 = 0 ~ X 2 -]- (a + 1 )x + a 2 + a = 0, which has solutions of  x i f  and only i f  
tr((a+a2)/(1 + a2) )=t r (1 / (1  +a) )+ 1=0 since a+ 150.  Thus, 
x)  
S=tr  l+a2+x 2 + l+a2+x 2 +1 
( 1 x2+a(x+a+l ) )  
=tr  l+a+x + l+a2+x 2 +1=0.  
• x5 or x6 = 1 ~x 2 + ax + a 2 =0,  which has no solution o fx  since tr((a2)/(a2))= 1. 
• x5 or x6=a~x 2q--x q- a 2 ---0, which has solutions of  x i f  and only i f  t r (a )=0.  
Thus, 
a+l+x 
S=tr  1 +a2+x2 + 
x)  
l+a2Wx 2 +1 
x 2 + a 2 (1 ) 
=tr  l+a+x + l+a2+x 2 +1=0.  
• x 5 o r  x6=x=>x2=a+a 2, which gives S=tr ( (a  + 1)/(1 +a) )+ 1 =0.  
Case 2c: Let U0 = 1, UI = 1, UA = 3. We wil l  determine the number of  codewords 
such that Ux4 = Ux, = Ux~ = 1. Use the equation system in Method 1 and trace function 
S in (23). Since O, 1,a,x, xs,x6 are distinct, we have to exclude the fol lowing cases: 
• x = O, which gives 
o+1  (1) 
S = t r \ ~ +  l+a2 j+ l=tr  ~ . 
• x= 1, which gives S=tr ( (a2  + a)/a 2) + 1 = tr( (1/a)) .  
• x = a, which gives S = tr(a 2 + a)  + 1 = I. 
• x5 = x6 ~ x = a + 1, which have already been excluded in counting. 
• x5 or x6=0~x 2 + (a + 1)x + a + 1 =0,  which has solutions of  x i f  and only i f  
tr(( 1 + a) / (  1 + a 2 ) )  = tr( 1/( 1 + a) )  = 0 since a + 1 ¢ 0. Thus, 
S=tr ( (a+x + l)+a2 +(x + l))  + +a 2 + x 2 
(1  +a 2 +x 2 +ax+a)  (a (x+l+a)+a 2) 
=tr  l+a2+x 2 +l=tr  l+a2+x 2 =0.  
• x5 or x6 = 1 =>x 2 + ax + 1 = 0, which has solutions of  x i f  and only i f  t r (1/(a2))  = 
tr(1/a)  = 0. Thus, 
(a  2 +x  2 + 1 a +x  2 + 1 
( a+ax ) (a ( l+x+a)+a 2) 
=tr  1 ..~a2 + x 2 =t r \  i ~_a-5 ~--x- 7 =0.  
• x5 or x6 = a =:> x2 + x + 1 = 0, which has no solution o f  x since tr(1 ) = 1. 
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Table 5 
Count codewords in Cases 2a-2c by trace analysis 
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Case 0 1 a x x5 x6 x6 sol. cond. x exception #Excl. sol. 
2a 311  111 
2b 131 I I I  
2c 113  111 
x= 1 if t r (~)= 1 
Two distinct x = a if tr(a) = 1 
sol. iff. x 2+ax+a 2+1=0 i f t r ({ , )= l  
a x 2 a 2 t r (~)= 1 +x+ + 1=0 if t r (a)= 1 
x= ~ +  a + 1 always 
x=0 if tr( i@,)= 1 
Two distinct x = a if tr(a)= 0 
sol. iff. x 2+(a+l )x+a 2+a=0 i f t r (~)=l  
tff a+l ~_ x 2 a 2 t~ j - -1  +x+ =0 if t r (a)=0 
x = ~ + a always 
x = 0 if tr( 1@, )= 0 
Two distinct x = 1 if tr( ! )= 0 
sol. iff. x2+(a+l )x+a+l=O if tr(~+,)= 0 
tr( °2+" ) -  x 2 - 1 + ax + 1 =0 if t r (~)= 0 
x = ~/a + 1 always 
Total #sol.: 3 • 2 • (2 m I _ 1 ) Total #excl. sol.: 
#codewd.: 6t 2" - ~ - 4 I 
6 
_ _  _ 2 m I _ 4 
9-2  
18 
• x5 or x6=x:=~x2=a-k - 1, wh ich  g ives  S=tr ( (a  2 +a) / (a  2 +a))+ 1 =0.  
Tab le  5 summar izes  Cases  2a-2c  and  conc lude  that  the total  number  o f  poss ib le  
codewords  is 2 " - l  -4 .  
The  tota l  number  o f  codewords  in all the cases o f  th is  p roo f  is 2(2  m- I -  4 )= 2" ' -8 .  
As  shown in Method 1, the proo f  is now completed  by  showing  the b lock  size b o f  
this  3 - (2m,6 ,2  m -- 8)  des ign  is an  integer.  []  
3.3. 3-designs f rom codewords o f  support size 7 
The codewords  o f  suppor t  s ize 7 in the Preparata  code ~m for any  odd  in teger  m 
are o f  the type 16213°0"-6  or  142J320 n-6  or 13233~0 " -6 .  F rom these  codewords ,  we 
const ruct  three s imple  3 -des igns  for  m = 5 by  computer  search.  
Theorem 6. The support o f  the codewords o f  type 16213°0" 6 in the Preparata code 
~5 over Z4 form a 3-(25,7 ,  154)  design. 
Theorem 7. The support o f  the codewords o f  type 1421320 " -6  in the Preparata code 
~5 over ~-4 form a 3- (25 ,7 ,2838)  desiyn. 
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Theorem 8. The support of the codewords of type 1323310n-6 in the Preparata code 
~5 over 7-4 form a 3-(25,7,3535) design. 
Conjecture 1. The support of the codewords of type 16213°0 n-6, type 1421320n 6 
and type 1323310~-6 in the Preparata code ~,~ over Y-4 form three infinite families 
of 3-designs for m >~ 5. 
4. Conclusions 
We have considered t-designs constructed from codewords in the Preparata code ~m 
over iF-4. The infinite family of 3-(2m,5, 10) design, for any odd integer m~>3, given 
in [7] is reproved by a different approach in this paper. Four new families of simple 
3 -designs, with parameters (2", 6, 2 m - 8 ), (2 m ,6, 5. (2 m - i _ 4) ), (2 m ,6, 20. (2 m - 1 _ 4)/3 ) 
and (2", 6, 18. (2 m- 1 _ 4)), for any odd integer m t> 5, are constructed from the support 
of codewords with support size 6. Several new simple 3-designs from the support of 
codewords with support size 7 are also investigated by computer search. The parameters 
of  the simple 3-designs constructed in this paper are new in the sense that they are not 
found in Colbourn and Dinitz [2], where all known infinite families of simple t-designs 
with t ~> 3 are listed. 
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